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Abstract:

Akbar Elah Abadi's concept of female education:

studying Akbar Elah Abadi poetry there come in

the mind instantly the image of person who was a

diehard adversary of English civilization and

culture. He intensely hated not only English

civilization but also English language. English

education and even Egnlish  government. It is said

that an important reason for such opposition was

that he loved his own civilization too deeply and

he could never compromise upon it. He was not in

favour of women;s education. He was obsessed

with the fear that after learning English Language

and adopting English civilization the women

would destroy their own civilization. And a

shamelessness would pervade instead of modesty.

That is why he attacked women's educations in

humorous and ironical tone at various places in

his poetry. In this article and attempt has been

made to delineate Akbar Elah Abadi's concept of

feminine education.















 
















  

















 



 


















 






 


 (Emile) 





“The first and most important quality of a women

is gentleness. Made to obey a person as amperfect

as man, often so full of vices and always so full of

faults. She ought carly leran to suffer even

injustice and to endure the wrongs of a husband

without complains and it is not for him but for

herself that she ought take gentle.”(3)





































 



















  



 















 














 
 

3. William, H.Par, Rousseau’s Emile, P-270

 
 






